Director, People and Culture

Position purpose
The Director, People and Culture is accountable for leading and implementing innovative
strategies and initiatives to position GOTAFE as the employer of first choice and to enhance
GOTAFE’s human resource capabilities to deliver quality educational programs and services
to its students and stakeholders. The Director will lead the People and Culture department in
the delivery of high quality human resources services including: organisational development
and capability; leadership development, coaching, mentoring and counselling; payroll;
industrial relations; human resources information systems; recruitment, quality reporting; and
occupational health and safety.
The Director will lead, motivate, support and develop a multidisciplinary team; ensuring the
delivery of high quality outcomes for the organisation. Critically, the Director is required to
provide strong people leadership and is accountable for cultivating a collaborative and
customer-orientated department that works effectively with the broader organisation to
deliver on key objectives.
As an employee of GOTAFE, you will be part of the Victoria’s leading provider of vocational
education and training committed to quality teaching, a safe working environment and
delivering real outcomes for students.

Key areas of responsibility
Leadership and Management


Contribute to the success of transformation and cultural change through promoting
and modelling the established values of Integrity, Collaboration, Accountability,
Respect and Excellence (iCare).



Lead, mentor and coach a broad-based team to achieve agreed and established
goals and benchmarks within an agreed industry/educational disciplines.



Manage the financial resources of the team to increase revenue, ensure budget
targets are achieved, improve profitability and maximise student enrolments.

Strategic Planning


Contribute towards the long-term strategic direction of the organisation through the
implementation of change management initiatives and relevant areas of the strategic
plan.



Accountability for the development an overarching Workforce Strategy that aligns
with GOTAFE’s student-centric focus, with an emphasis on building capability and
workforce planning.

Human Resources


Implement the GOTAFE Workforce Strategy to align policies, practices and programs
to GOTAFE’s strategy and business direction.
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Provide evidence based strategic advice to the CEO, Board and Executive in relation
to human resource matters and provide support for key organisational strategies,
projects, programs and new initiatives.



Oversee the effective on-boarding of all new staff members in line with best practice
guidelines for ʻthe first 90 daysʼ.



Ensure that Human Resource systems and processes equip GOTAFE managers and
staff with the tools and resources required to deliver quality services to students, staff
and key stakeholders.



Develop and implement reporting systems and processes to capture relevant data,
trends, risks and information to facilitate organisational planning and decisionmaking.



Develop and implement a diverse range of best practice attraction and retention
related strategies to ensure that GOTAFE has the talent necessary to achieve its
objectives.



Partner and support senior management in the resolution of people issues and
promote collaborative employee relations across GOTAFE.



Coordinate external specialist providers as required.



Lead the recruitment, selection and induction of new quality staff.



Lead and implement the development of professional development and performance
management frameworks for the organisation.



Lead and analyse employee engagement (e.g. People Matter Survey) and coordinate
plans to improve engagement outcomes.



Develop and implement innovative reward and recognition programs to ensure public
acknowledgement of exceptional staff performance.

Payroll


Ensure the effective administration of payroll processes and systems.

Industrial/Employee Relations


Ensure GOTAFE operates within the framework of Federal and State industrial
relations legislation.



Coordinate GOTAFE’s industrial relations issues with staff and unions in accordance
with the appropriate awards, government legislation and GOTAFE policies and
procedures.



Lead engagement with GOTAFE’s industrial relations specialists, provide data and
input and lead enterprise agreement negotiations and strategies, and the resolution
of industrial relations issues.



Provide authoritative industrial relations recommendations to the CEO, executive
team, management and staff.
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Compliance


Work with the compliance committee to ensure organisation wide compliance.



Ensure qualification requirements for GOTAFE trainers, assessors and individuals
are met across the organisation.



Lead and monitor GOTAFE’s human resource regulatory compliance reporting in
accordance with Higher Education Skills Groups directions and Government
legislation.

Safety and Wellbeing


Lead and champion occupational health and safety across the organisation.



Develop, implement and monitor GOTAFE’s safety management systems.



Ensure all legislative compliance requirements are understood and met



Promote and champion the Health and Wellbeing Strategy.

A Client-Focused People and Culture Team


Lead and foster a team that is client-centric and a genuine partner for the wider
organisation.



Establish a high performance culture that aims to deliver best imaginable service.



Establish and promote a collaborative and solutions-orientated department that
works with the broader organisation to optimise the student experience.
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GOTAFE Organisational Structure
GOTAFE’s senior leadership team is made up of the CEO, four Executive Directors and
seventeen Directors. All play key roles in influencing the culture and performance of
GOTAFE.

There are four key divisions in the GOTAFE structure:


Education – responsible for ensuring that GOTAFE provides the best possible
education, training and learning experiences for all student cohorts across all
education sectors.



Student Attraction and Community Engagement – responsible for the start of a
student’s journey at GOTAFE and for ensuring that GOTAFE strategically engages
with its key stakeholders across the community, including industry and community
groups.



People & Innovation – responsible for ensuring that GOTAFE is an employer of
choice and for cultivating a culture of innovation and strong organisational
performance.



Corporate Services - responsible for the optimal performance of the internal
operations of GOTAFE.
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Organisational Relationship
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Key stakeholders
Internal

External

Executive Director, People and
Innovation

Department of Education and Training
Industrial Relations Regulators

CEO
Worksafe and other OHS regulators

Board (and Audit Committee)
Other TAFEs

Staff (including consultative and OHS
Committees)

Fair Work Commission

Students

Industrial Relations Advisors
Recruitment advisorys and contractors

Skills and capabilities required for position
The Director, People and Culture is expected to demonstrate the following key skills and
capabilities in their role:

Leadership








Clearly communicate and exemplify the vision and values of GOTAFE.
Inspire and foster talent and build capability within department.
Create and maintain a culture that supports high level staff engagement and
performance.
Provide strong and accountable leadership to ensure delivery of performance objectives.
Show sensitivity and understanding in negotiating, mediating and resolving conflict.
Engage directors and managers from other departments and campuses to ensure
collaboration and effective delivery of outputs.
Lead and foster a team that is client-centric, solutions-orientated and a genuine partner
for the wider organisation.

Management





Actively contribute to all corporate planning and reporting requirements to inform
decision making at various levels.
Ability to manage an annual department budget working to the agreed budget, including
set targets.
Ability to deal with complex matters that may not have established guidelines and
procedures.
Ability to think critically and strategically to make informed decisions
.
.
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Strategic planning



Proven ability to deliver high quality, evidence based strategic advice and guidance to
the CEO, the Executive and Board.
Ability to contribute towards the long-term strategic direction of GOTAFE, through the
implementation of relevant areas of the strategic plan and other organisational
strategies.

Human Resources










Knowledge and expertise in strategic workforce planning.
Ability to provide strong and decisive Human Resource and Workplace Safety related
directives.
Proven track record in the successful recruitment, management and supervision of staff,
performance management, change management processes and complex negotiations,
and the development of effective work teams.
Knowledge and expertise in current Human Resources and OHS management practices,
legislative frameworks and Government directions in industrial relations matters.
Highly developed external networks and excellent communication and presentation
skills.
Knowledge of occupational health and safety risk assessment techniques and
management systems.
Ability to develop and implement employee health and wellbeing improvement strategies.
Ability to develop and drive innovative and effective learning and development strategies.
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